WORLD TOURISM DAY – Wanderlust Tourism Quiz
Wandertrek
Shree Gurubhyo Namaha!
“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step”
-Confucius
Dozens of curious students had logged in for our school’s Virtual
Tourism Quiz held through a Zoom meeting on 28th September 2020
(Prelims) for the Juniors Group (Grades 7 and 8).
The Quizmasters for the day were Aditya Jain of class IX-A1 and
E. Aadithyaa of class XI-A1.
A rather fascinating preliminary round was held on 28th September at
2:00 pm for the 8th graders and at 2:45 pm for the 7th graders. Both
the rounds were conducted using a virtual Zoom interface with the
buzzer being the Virtual Raise Hand Option.
The Prelims proved to be a rather competitive round with the scores
at neck and neck. The scores were quickly calculated by the scorers
and the finalists were as follows:1. Harshini VII D1
2. Hitansh Bhutani VIII A1
3. Neha Renish VII A1
4. Saanvi Maity VII A1
5. Samprit VII A1
6. M. Shawn Murphy VIII B1
7. Sriram G. VIII C1
8. B. Tejaswin VIII A1

The Grand Finale of “Wanderlust” was held on 30th September 2020
which consisted of three rounds:1. Pounce and Bounce
2. Guess the Skyline
3. Buzzer Round (Namma Chennai)
4. Pounce and Bounce (Anti-clockwise)
The format of the quiz was interesting and the choice of questions was
even more exciting. From Cambodia to Namma Chennai, From
Camping to Virtual tours, there was something for everyone. A
question from the Pounce and Bounce round:
A ___________ (8) phenomenon takes place in this hill also known as
a “Cyclops” hill. The cars seem to be defying gravity while moving
uphill. Find the name of this hill.

Many finalists answered this question correctly (Magnetic Hill) using
the pounce option.
The audience too had shown keen interest in answering the
questions that passed by the finalists.

Results of the Quiz:First Place: Neha Renish – VII A1
Second Place: B. Tejashwin – VIII A1
Third Place: Saanvi Maity – VII A1
The astonishing efforts taken by the respective quiz masters and our
teachers made the “Wanderlust 2020” Quiz a stunning success and a
true learning experience for both the participants and the audience.
And a month long open google form quiz has been taking place
everyday starting October 1st on the theme “Travel and Tourism”.
Prelims:

Finals:

Shutterbugs
-M. SHAWN MURPHY
VIII B1

